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amiNote Naturals Collection
Our line of fragrances is especially designed to bring any 
formulator the opportunity to perfume every kind of 
cosmetic preparation with a 100% natural touch.

It combines several fine selection of pure essential oils in a unique olive 
glycerides synergy that works like a booster for enhancement of skin adhesion, 
with tested performances as carrier of active molecules.



Precious selection of natural fragrances 

Natural and sustainable

Fragranced cosmetics were first used by the Egyptians 5000 years ago. Greeks, Romans 
and Arabs used oil based perfumes to protect skin dried by the sun, with the addition 
of vegetal flavours; since that moment, fragrances became part of our daily routine.

With the same attention for the starting raw materials and the same care in 
manufacturing, amitahc developed this range of products aiming to maintain its own 
path on naturality.

A totally sustainable carrier based on the unique synergy of 
olive glycerides, in combination with selected natural essential 
oils,  is our solution to create a proposal of natural fragrances.

amiNote Naturals are formulated using 
OlifeelSkin as carrier.
This unique olive glycerides synergy is 
obtained through an eco-friendly soft 
process from non-edible olive’s fraction, 
thanks to innovative high technology.

Its excellent skin biomimetic activity
and stability in time toward oxidation, 
makes OlifeelSkin work like a booster
for enhancement of skin absorption,
with tested performances as carrier
of active molecules.

Mixed with several fine selection of pure 
essential oils, it offers the opportunity to 
perfume every kind of formulation, with
a 100% natural touch.



amiNote Naturals Flowery
Green & Flowery
Delicate blend of flowery fragrances as Ylang ylang, Mimosa, 
Violet, Jasmine, Rose petals and Lavender, enriched with a top 
citrusy note of Lemongrass.

amiNote Naturals Balsamic
Fresh, Green & Balsamic
Cypress, Mint, Eucalyptus and Pine are the main herbal scents 
combined to create this intense and balsamic composition of 
pure  freshness.

amiNote Naturals Spicy
Spicy & Woody
On a base of Sandal, Cedar and Cypress woods, the embracing 
scent of Cinnamon, Black pepper and Cardamom ensures a 
spicy perfume, with a sparkling end of Bergamot.

amiNote Naturals Citrus
Esperidic & Citrus
Bright combination of Sicilian lemon, Bergamot, Mandarin, 
Pomgranate and Orange on a base of Patchouly, for a tasty 
scent that reminds of the South of Italy.

amiNote Naturals Woody
Scent of wood
This perfect fusion of Patchouly, Sandal, Guajco, Cedar and 
Virginia cedar surrounds a hearth of Ginger, perfuming with a 
spicy warm exotic fragrance.

Discover our amiNote Naturals Collection:
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amitahc Group
amitahc is an international group completely dedicated to
health care and specialized in the distribution of innovative
and sustainable ingredients for the markets of Personal Care
& Make-up and Nutraceutical & Food.

The amitahc wide portfolio includes high quality products from worldwide top manufacturers as well as
the exclusive amiBrands, ranges of top performance ingredients developed in close collaboration with
the amitahc partners.

People are one of the greatest treasures. Our Team is dynamic, growing and passionate. Thanks to more than 
twenty-years of experience we have all the necessary knowledge for offering our clients full formulations
and regulatory support in developing final products.

Through offices in Italy, Poland, Spain and UK, we are always beside our clients ensuring full support and high 
added value specialties, thanks to the established win-win partnerships with top quality worldwide producers 
that enable us to keep a wide open eye on the future.


